
WOODROW WILSON VS THEODORE ROOSEVELT

Theodore Roosevelt, a war hero and former U.S. President, and Woodrow Wilson , a professor and progressive leader,
butted heads in the Presidential.

He served in office from to  Question 2 Five incredible achievements of Roosevelt 's presidency included the
construction of the Panama Canal, the negotiations of the Square Deal, breaking up illegal trust agreements,
the New Deal, and raising awareness of foreign relations. They both had different political views. THESE
differences in philosophy and temperament - William James said all philosophical differences come down in
the end to differences in temperament - explain much about their differences in policy. Get Essay Even though
both of these presidents had different views, their aim was the same: to create a better United States. For the
first time, significant numbers of delegates to the national conventions were elected in presidential preference
primaries. If anything, Mr. This is also related to the election talked about in class when Woodrow Wilson
won. In , he became governor of New York. Wilson measured his differences from Roosevelt in the
Presidential campaign of , when he noted that his opponent ''appeals to the voters' imagination; I do not. The
Republican Convention was held in Chicago from June 18 to  Well ahead of its time were the economic
intervention policies introduced by these Presidents to transform America into a strong and fair country.
Cooper provides with his comparative technique. During this term in office, he won the Nobel Peace Prize.
This shows how politicians were nasty toward each other because Taft and Roosevelt respected each other that
all changed when Taft beat out Roosevelt for the Republican Party representatives. The Progressive Party of
was established because of a divide in the Republican Party during the presidential election. Both lost their
first wives to premature death. Roosevelt vs. Each of the presidents was part of Progressive era, where people
mattered. American Imperialism represented a new Manifest Destiny in several ways. On the other hand,
Wilson wanted to ensure authority over unions. On the other hand, President Wilson was against war. Oregon
granted laws that protected women workers. They both ultimately wanted America to progress. By John
Milton Cooper Jr. John Milton Cooper Jr.


